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Abstract: With the rapid advances in mobile computing technologies and mobile devices, it is an
important issue to maximize the number of served tasks for quality of service (QoS) provisioning in a
mobile computing environment. One of many potential approaches is based on radio resource
management (RRM). However, RRM suffers a problem that the task arrival rate, the task duration
and the communication overhead between mobile nodes are uncertain under a mobile environment.
To alleviate the obstacle, this paper proposes a Gray-RRM method to predict the load status of
mobile nodes. Our approach is on the application-level of mobile computing, and can directly support
existing facility. The Grey-RRM scheme exhibits better adaptability, and outperforms other recent
algorithms. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can yield lower task blocking
rate, lower task dropping rate, less load information updated overhead, and shorter radio resource
carrier acquisition delays.
Keywords: radio resource management, grey prediction, carrier allocation, mobile computing, quality of service.

1 Introduction
A mobile computing environment generally
consists of a central switching office, namely
mobile switching center, and a set of mobile nodes
(MN), each with a fixed base station (MN).
Although the concept also applies to radio network
controller in mobile computing, a mobile node
directly communicates with all mobile stations
(MSs) within its wireless transmission radius
[1,2,6,14,17] [The radio resource management by
carrier assignment (allocation) problem is an
important topic in mobile nodes [3,5]. The objective
of the radio resource assignment of existing results
mainly exploits the carrier reuse factor under the
constraint of co-carrier reuse distance. The schemes
for the carrier assignment can be classified into
Fixed Carrier Assignment (FCA) [3,4,7], and
Dynamic Carrier Assignment (DCA) [6,8,12,17].
FCA is simple to realize but it does not adapt to an
environment where load may fluctuate and vary
from mobile nodes to mobile nodes.

DCA schemes can dynamically assign/reassign
tasks according to load change, and thus are more
flexible. A centralized DCA scheme places all
carriers in a pool, and assigns them to new tasks as
required. All allocated mobile nodes are done by a
mobile switching center. For distributed DCA
schemes, mobile nodes are needed to be involved
[8].
To be more specific, load balancing is the process
of redistributing the carriers to a network of mobile
nodes to avoid the situation where some mobile
nodes are idle while others are congested. One
method to alleviate the congestion caused by the
load imbalance is to enlarge the bandwidth of
mobile nodes but such method is inefficient. A
more efficient approach tries to allocate carriers
from lightly loaded mobile nodes to heavily loaded
ones. Conventional strategies for the carrier
allocation usually use fixed thresholds to distinguish
the status of each mobile node.
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[8]. The fundamental idea is that mobile nodes must
consult all the interference mobile nodes within the
Tasks with Carrier Traffic Load
minimum reuse distance before it can acquire a
carrier. We adopt the one-step-ahead predicted
The number of tasks with radio resource
by available carriers
number of available carriers and as the input
Grey Prediction
variables for grey prediction.
The structure of a load decision making for mobile
computing is composed of design phases with grey
prediction to them. The mobile node load decisionMobile Node Load Decision- Making
making indicates the amount of information
regarding the mobile nodes as well as the
Load status of mobile nodes
information gathering rules used while making the
tasks redistribution decisions. The goal is to obtain
Mobile Node Negotiation Strategy
sufficient information to decide whether the mobile
node is heavily loaded, moderate loaded or lightly
Target mobile nodes found
loaded. The mobile node involves in negotiation,
selects the mobile nodes to or from which tasks will
Task with Carrier Transfer
be migrated when the load reallocation event takes
place. Figure1 shows the block diagram of GreyMigrate tasks with radio resource
Receive tasks with radio resource
RRM. Extensive simulation has been conducted on
by carrier
by carrier
the proposed scheme by comparing a number of
past reported counterparts [6,10,12,16,17]. The
experimental results reveal that the proposed
Target Mobile Nodes
scheme yields better performance. The Grey-RRM
algorithm not only effectively reduces the tasks
Figure 1: Block diagram of our Grey-RRM.
blocking rate but also provides considerable
improvement in overall performance such as less
A mobile node is marked as “heavily loaded”, if the update message, and short radio resource of carrier
ratio of the available carriers to the total carriers acquisition delay. The remainder of this paper is
allocated to that mobile node is less than or equal to organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
a threshold value. Otherwise it is “lightly loaded”. architecture of the mobile node model based on the
Since the load state may exhibit sharp distinction grey prediction and RRM strategy. The design
state level, sequential fluctuation like ping-pong issues of our proposed mobile node load decision
effect may occur when the loads are around the making is described in Section 3. The new carrier
threshold [6,9,11]. This phenomenon results in a allocation with multi-carrier transferring scheme is
significant amount of efforts in transferring carriers presented in Section 4. Section 5 shows the
back and forth; however, the load imbalance exists simulation model and results. Concluding remarks
still. To alleviate this problem, the load information are made in Section 6.
collection can not only estimate the time-varying
traffic load about the mobile nodes networks, but 2 Mobile nodes Model Based on Grey
also provide useful information for making the Prediction and RRM Strategy
carriers reallocation decisions.
The mobile nodes model in this paper is assumed
This work uses grey prediction to forecast the one- as follows. A given geographical area consists of a
step-ahead predicted load of mobile nodes, and then number of hexagonal mobile nodes, each served by
identifies a mobile node to be heavily loaded, the mobile node. The base station and the mobile
moderate, or lightly loaded. A good load
host communicate through the wireless links using
information gathering could be able to reflect our carrier. Each mobile node is allocated with a fixed
qualitative estimates of the current load on a mobile
set of carriers CR and the same set of carriers is
node, predict the mobile nodes load in the near reused by those identical mobile nodes which are
future, relatively stable, and have a simple sufficiently far away from each other in order to
relationship with the resource indices. For a mobile avoid interference. The base station is a mobile
node, the arrival time of the tasks may vary node, as shown in Figure 2. In mobile nodes, the
significantly.
Traditional
carrier
allocation
arrival time of the tasks, their tasks duration time
approaches can be classified into update and search
User Request
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and the message passing overhead among the
mobile nodes are vague and uncertain. The idea of
control of grey predictions is used to predict future
behaviors of a system based on a collection of data
regarding the system in order to uncover the
development law, if any, of the system, and to
perform pre-controls on relevant controlling
decisions, by using the predicted future
development tendency of the system. In this way, it
becomes possible for load balancing to prevent a
predicted disaster before it actually occurs, and to
impose controls in a timely fashion. Using grey
prediction can prevent receiving or migrating tasks
when mobile nodes load is moderate in the early
future and avoid the system is busy in transferring
tasks
In simple allocation strategy [17], this variant of the
fixed assignment scheme proposes to transfer a
carrier from neighboring mobile nodes provided it
does not interfere with the existing carriers and
locked in those co-carrier mobile nodes of the
transferring one. In the directed retry with load
sharing scheme [16], it is assumed that the
neighboring mobile nodes and the users overlap
region and the main drawback of this scheme
include increased number of hand-offs and cocarrier interference, and also the load sharing is
dependent on the number of users in the overlap
region. The carrier borrowing without locking
scheme [10] propose carrier transfer when the set of
carriers in a mobile node gets exhausted, but to use
the transferred carriers under reduced transmission
power to avoid co-carrier interference. In the load
balancing with selective borrowing [6], a mobile
nodes is classified as “heavily loaded”, if its degrees
of lightly loaded defined as the ratio of the number
of available carrier to the total number of carriers
allocated to that mobile nodes is less than or equal
to some threshold value. Otherwise the mobile node
is “lightly loaded”, and the scheme proposes
migrate a fixed number of carriers to from lightly
loaded node to heavily loaded one through a
centralized carrier allocation algorithm by an
mobile switching center server in charge of a group
of mobile nodes.
Aided by a radio resource of carrier allocation
strategy within each mobile nodes, it has been
presented in that the centralized scheme achieves
almost perfect load balancing and lead to a
significant improvement over FCA, simple
borrowing, directories and carrier borrowing
without locking schemes in case of an over loaded
mobile nodes. However, the disadvantage of hence,

MS

MN

MN

MN

MN

Figure 2: Mobile station to mobile node paradigm.

too much depends on the central server in the
mobile switch center. Maintenance of continuous
status information of the mobile nodes in an
environment where the number of the user request
tasks changes dynamically, lead to enormous
amount of updating task traffic, consumption of
carrier and message delay.

3 Mobile Node Load Decision-Making and
Grey Prediction Module
The mobile nodes load collection is one of the
most important issues in the mobile computing for
load balancing approach. This section addresses our
strategy of estimating of load status in a mobile
computing. Such measure is vital for us to
determine the most suitable site for migrating
carriers in order to share the load in the system.
This information shall indicate not only the amount
of information about the system but also the
information gathering rules used in making the load
redistribution decisions. We recognize that it is
difficult, perhaps impossible; to find an information
policy that satisfies all of the above requirements.
Moreover, they may be contradictory. But
information may be judged by the degree to which
it meets the above criteria. This information shall
indicate not only the amount of information about
the system but also the information gathering rules
used in making the load redistribution decisions.
This decision indicates various load information
which regards with the mobile nodes. We can
construct different available radio resource carriers
load levels, tasks traffic load levels for linguistic
labels through clustering algorithm [12] according
to various mobile nodes’ characteristics of system
behavior data.
The radio resources carrier with task assignment
schemes has received considerable attention
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because of their reliability and solvability. The
decision making indicates the significance of
various loading that regards with the mobile nodes
[13, 15]. Although number of available carrier is the
obvious factor impacting on the system load, also
there are certain other factors influencing the
system load, such as tasks arrival rate and tasks
duration, etc. For the accuracy of evaluating the
load state of a mobile node, we employ the used
available carrier and traffic load as the input
variables for the grey prediction. The grey predictor
forecasts the one-step-ahead value from data series.
The Grey-RRM has the effect of transforming crisp
measured data into suitable linguistic values. If all
the information of a system is known, we define the
system “white system”. On the other hand, if we
don’t have any information about a system, the
system "black system". Thus a grey system is a
system which we have only a little information
about it. The grey system theory include the
following fields: (a) grey generating, (b) grey
relational analysis, (c) grey forecasting, (d) grey
decision making, and (e) grey control. The grey
prediction has been widely used in many domains.
It uses only a few data through the accumulated
generating operation (AGO) technique to approach
the system behavior. The raw data output from the
system may not possess any regularity. However,
the original data may become more regular after a
repeatedly accumulated generating operation.
Therefore, we can utilize grey model (GM) which
describes a system behavior via a first-order
differential equation to approximate such a
regularity and hopefully to predict the next output
from the system. This is why it is applicable to the
time-varying nonlinear system prediction problem.
Grey Prediction is summarized as follows:
Step1: Given the original data sequence





x 0  x 0 1, x 0 2, x 0 n

Step3: From the original data sequence x 0 a new
sequence x 1 is generated by the accumulated
generating operation (AGO)
(3.3)
x 1  x 1 1, x 1 2, x 1 n  .
, where x 1  x 0 , x 1 k  

k

 x   m , k = 2, 3,…, n.
0

m 1

Step4: According to GM (1, 1), we can define the
source model x (0) (k )  aZ (1) (k )  b, k  2,3,... n.
(3.4)
By mean value generating operation we obtain the
background value is z 1 k   x 1 k   (1   ) x 1 k  1 .α is
the
adjusting
factor,
on
general
situations   0.35 and a is the development
coefficient of GM and b is the grey controlled
variable. The normally differential equation
dx(1)
 ax(1)  b
dt

is to replace the source model; it as

“whiteness processing” and

dx(1)
 ax(1)  b
dt

is the

shadow equation.
Step5: Parameters a and b can be obtained by the
minimum least square estimation. According to the
source model x (0) (k )  aZ (1) (k )  b for all k=2, 3 …n,
we can get
x ( 0) ( 2)  aZ (1) ( 2)  b
x ( 0) (3)  aZ (1) (3)  b

(3.5)


x ( 0) ( n )  aZ (1) ( n )  b

Transferring the terms of the source model, it can be
rewritten as
(3.6)
x (0) (k )  aZ (1) (k )  b
1

 0 

 Z 2  1
x 2 
(3.1)




a 
(0)
Set
B


,
y


 N    ,     , equation
, where x corresponds to the system output at time
b
 Z 1 2  1
 x 0  n 




i, n  4 . The work try to predict the next x(n +
y  B
k), k  4 .
(6) can be rewritten as N
.Resolving the


Step2: Before constructing the GM (1, 1) model,
the original data need to be ratio tested.
Meanwhile  0 k  

x 0  k  1
x 0  k 

(3.2)





 

a 

1

matrix relation, we get    BT B BT y N
(3.7)
b
Step 6: By solving the whitening equation, we can
get the prediction function for the grey system



xˆ 1 k  1   x 0 1  e  ak 
(3.8)
, where k = 2, 3,…, n ,and  0 k  is tasks class ratio.
a
a

When the value of class ratio falls within 0.145- Step 7: Taking inverse accumulated generating
7.573, it means that the original data sequence x(0) operation (IAGO) on x (1) .
satisfy the grey model.
b

b
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The corresponding IAGO sequence x (0) is denoted
as x(0)  IAGO x(1) .
It can get xˆ 0 k  1  xˆ 1 k  1  xˆ 1 k  , where xˆ 0 k  1
the predicted value of x 0 k  1 . The number of
available carriers is the indicator used as an
example of the calculation procedures for the
prediction formula, and the predicted calculations
for other variables follow the same way. It will
adopt four-data series from T1 to T4 as original data
to forecast the number of available carriers at T5.
Before we start the procedure, we must check the
data by ratio tested whether it can be used or not. If
the data is accepted, we can use it. The example of
estimation will involve the following steps:
1. The original data of the number of available
carriers between T1 and T4 x(0)=( 5 ,10,8,3 ).
2. Do the ratio test 5/10=0.5, 10/8=1.25,
8/3=2.67. The data satisfies the class ratio test.
3. Applying AGO on the original data yields the
data sequence x (1) = (5, 15, 23, 26).
4. From grey differential equation Z(k), z(1) =(z(1)
(2) , z(1) (3) , z(1) (4) )=( 10,19, 24.5).
5. Matrix B and fixed vector Y are accumulated
as follows:

 10 1
10


B    19 1, Y   8  .
 24.5 1
 3 

6.

especially in an unpredictable variation of mobile
nodes load. The design mechanism for multi-tasks
transfer calculates the amount of transferred carriers
by the number of available carriers and the number
of task. The Grey-RRM, when requesting mobile
nodes and a probed mobile nodes are decided, the
number of reallocated tasks is just one task in
iteration between nodes to one. It is very inefficient
if the mobile nodes load of two mobile nodes differ
with a large value. The proposed idea is to transfer
several tasks once instead of only one between two
mobile nodes. For example, in the next generation
multi-media mobile network, tasks may need
multiple carriers at a time. In this idea, we could
make the mobile nodes load between two mobile
nodes more balanced. The carrier requesting
messages transmitted between heavily loaded
mobile nodes i and lightly loaded mobile nodes j are
classified into four categories as follows.
1. Request message, request (i): Message sent by
the heavily loaded mobile nodes i to cluster
mobile nodes to request the free carriers.
2. Reply message, reply (j,Vj,Uj): Message from
lightly loaded mobile nodes j, j  cluster
mobile nodes responding to transfer mobile
nodes i. The message also includes the
information on the reserved carriers in mobile
nodes j.

Solve the development coefficients a and b in
Equation (3.7) by the least-square method
a= 0.4572 , b= 15.1540.
7. From
the
grey
shadow
equation,


1

0.4572k
3. Inform message, inform (i,Bij): Message sent by
xˆ k  1  -28.1452e
 33.1452.
transfer mobile nodes i to the transferring and the
8. Restore the predicted value by IAGO,
other mobile nodes to inform them about its






0
1
1
xˆ 5  xˆ 4  1  xˆ 4  28.6249- 26.0047 2.6202 .
carrier acquisition decision, where Bij is set of
carriers transfer by heavily loaded mobile nodes i
In a grey prediction control system, the work often
from lightly loaded mobile nodes j .The message
applies metabolic models to do predictions. Hence,
also includes the requests of the reserved carriers
the parameters of the prediction equipment vary
if any.
with time. When a new data value is collected and
is accepted by the sampling equipment, an older 4. Confirm message, confirm (j,L ): Message sent
ij
data value will be deleted so that a newer model is
by lightly loaded mobile nodes j to borrow
established, and a series of new predicted values
heavily loaded mobile nodes i to inform it the
will appear accordingly. This end guarantees a
availability of the requested carriers that have
strong adaptability of the system .If the data
been reserved at transfer lightly loaded mobile
sequence don’t pass through the class ratio test, we
nodes j. Where Lij is the set of confirmed carriers
don’t adopt the predicted value, but we take the
lent from lightly loaded mobile nodes j to heavily
original value instead.
loaded mobile nodes i, and lightly loaded mobile

4 Multi-Carriers Migrating
The new tasks with carrier migrating with multitasks transferring can reallocate tasks well

nodes j can still assign the reserved carriers to
new arrival tasks before sending the confirm
message back to heavily loaded mobile nodes i.
According to the mobile nodes, the number of
available carriers is the main factor that affects
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the computing time mostly and it can be divided
into two aspects: the available carrier and the
number of tasks. The transfer mechanism for
multi-tasks transfer calculates the amount of
transferred carriers by the traffic load and the
number of available carriers. The multi-tasks
allocation pertains to handle the allocation of
carriers from one mobile node to another. To
accomplish this, we use three load values which
are ''heavily loaded'', ''moderate loaded'', and
''lightly loaded'', to distinct the difference of
mobile nodes load on two mobile nodes. If one
mobile node is in the '' heavily loaded'' state; then
it will transfer several carriers with tasks from
the mobile nodes with “lightly loaded’’ state. The
numbers of transfer carrier with tasks are
allocated according to the value calculated by
MAX-MIN composition function from the
available carriers and traffic load. The function
for the carriers with tasks transfer a quantity
control number of the carrier range [-CR, +CR]
of the function output. The function is defined on
the interval [0, +CR] for receive action, and on
the interval [0, － CR] for migrate action. We
have used center of area method because it
supports software real time controls to
differentiate the difference of load on two mobile
nodes. This value is calculated by the formula

of java load balancing system. The Java has
provided some useful features that can be used in
distributed computing. The most important feature
is the Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI). It
allows programmer to implement distributed object
using Java. It provides a simple and direct model for
distributed computation with Java objects. These
objects can be new Java objects, or simple Java
wrappers around an existing API. Use RMI to be
the daemon process that locates on each host. In the
simulation environment seven workstations are
chosen to build the virtual machine. The
communication
network
connects
those
workstations. Also they are located on different NIS
(Network Information Service) and NFS (Network
File System) domains. To perform the collected
action those use the Java Native Interface (JNI). By
using the JNI we call each platform’s of the API for
getting its system information.
Besides the hardware and OS level
environment, the use of JDK with JIT and native
thread support to construct simulation platform. The
problem domain naturally lends itself to simulate
using multiple threads since there is a lot of
concurrence and global resource management issues
in the system.
The problem domain naturally transfers itself to
simulate using multiple threads since there is a lot
of concurrence and global resource management
n
 n


issues in the system. The simulated model consists
Greyoutput    ( xi  yi )   1   Lock(CR )
xi 


of 7 clusters. Each cluster consists of 7
i 1

  i 1

homogeneous mobile nodes. This experiment has
Where Greyoutput represent the number of migrate used the number of radio resource by carriers CR
=50 in a mobile nodes, total of N = 49 mobile nodes
carriers with tasks, Xi = the degree of ith load level
in the system. The amount of requested carrier
and yi = the load level center value of ith control
specified of minimum basic carrier units (CU) is
rule.
30Kbps of multi-carriers migration. We assume
0  50  2000 tasks/per hour are the carriers with
Consequently, the function value Greyoutput
obtained by formula can be interpreted as an tasks originating rate per mobile nodes and
expected value of variable. Finally, we obtain the h  0  0.01 0 1 be the hand-off traffic density
number of carriers with tasks transfer restrict CTR per mobile nodes. We assume that traffic density
pattern for performance analysis as h  , and the
as follow:
0

CTR= [receive mobile nodes ( Greyoutput ) ∩ migrate
mobile nodes ( Greyoutput )].

5 Experimental Results
This paper proposes a mobile computing based
dynamic load balancing method. We choose the
Java as the design language, since it’s to port to
implement the simulation system with other
platforms and will introduce the system architecture

d=1 sec communication delay between mobile
nodes, and each handoff and new tasks request
delay constraint DC=8 sec. So, from the simulation
result, the value of traffic load is chosen randomly
and non-linearly. The maximum numbers of
handoff tasks are queued 15 for the high class
priority and new tasks 15 for the low class priority,
respectively. Let the density of simulation be 300
peoples per mobile nodes and the velocity is from
0km/h to 100 km/h. We define that the time of the
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sample interval is 5 minutes and the sampling time
does influence previous one. In order to represent
various multi-media services, three different types
are assumed based on the radio resource by carrier
requirement with QoS. The duration of tasks are
distributed by different means for different multimedia traffic types. In our simulation three types of
traffic services are assumed: voice service, video
phone and video on demand. These types are
defined on the radio resource by carrier requirement
10Kbps, 64Kbps and interval 128Kbps － 1Mbps,
respectively. The assumptions of three performance
metrics for our simulation study are as follows:
1. Blocking task with carrier: If all the servers
are busy, and the mobile nodes do not succeed
to transfer a carrier from its cluster mobile
nodes, then hand-over and new tasks,
generated at this particular mobile node are
stored in the queue, otherwise they get service.
If new and handoff tasks do not get service of
neither free carriers nor receive carriers, then
the handoff and new tasks are requested.
When its delay constraint is over, the tasks
must be blocked.
2. Dropping task with carrier: When MS moves
into neighboring mobile nodes, the task must
be transferred to the neighboring mobile
nodes. This procedure is a hand-over. If a
carriers wit tasks cannot be assigned at the
new mobile node and the particular mobile
node does not to transfer a carriers from its
cluster carriers, then the task generated at this
particular mobile node are stored in the queue,
and its delay constraint is over then the calls
must be dropped, otherwise they get service.
3. Load information update message complexity:
Each mobile nodes needs to communicate
with co-carrier in order to exchange the set of
load state information.
4. Radio resource by carrier acquisition delays:
The values it acquires before the selected
carriers, the mobile nodes must ensure that the
selected carriers will not be acquired by any of
its cluster mobile nodes and interference
mobile nodes, simultaneously. When a mobile
node receives a carrier request from an MS, it
assigns a free carrier, if any, to the request.
Otherwise, the mobile nodes will need to
acquire a new carrier from its cluster mobile
nodes and then assign carriers to the request.
The performance of our grey prediction for radio
resource management Grey-RRM (N5) is compared
with the simple allocation (N1), and existing

strategies like carrier borrowing directed retry (N2),
carrier allocation without lock (N3) and load
balancing with selective allocation (N4), the
experimental results reveal that the proposed carrier
borrowing scheme yields have better performance
than others. The numbers of heavily loaded mobile
nodes vs. blocked tasks have been mobile nodes in
our scheme.
Figure3 compares task blocking probability and
the number of tasks traffic arrival rate. The tasks
blocking probability is defined as the ratio of the
number of new tasks initiated by a mobile host
which cannot be supported by existing carrier
arrangement to the total number of new tasks
initiated (i.e., a tasks arriving to a mobile nodes
finds both fixed and dynamic carriers busy).It is a
key measure of the carrier assignment performance.
At the base load, all the schemes have low
percentage of blocked carrier requests, although
fixed carrier assignment algorithms blocks more
than the other methods. When the traffic load
increases, the number of blocked carrier request
also increases. For fixed carrier assignment, it
increases at faster blocking rate than by using other
methods. The reason for this is that a mobile node
can only use its nominal carriers. When tasks traffic
load becomes heavily loaded, nominal carriers are
used up in many mobile nodes. In mobile nodes
cluster, while fixed carrier assignment algorithms
reject all the new carrier requests, the other schemes
can handle the imbalance and satisfy new carrier
requests by transferring carrier from mobile nodes
with lightly loaded the number of tasks traffic.
Figure 4 compares the carrier assignment
algorithms according to the tasks blocking
probability of carrier request for multimedia
services. When the traffic load increases tasks
blocking rate of carrier requests increases at a
slower rate than the other schemes. Figure 5 shows
the blocked tasks of the six carrier assignment
algorithms with the number of heavily loaded
mobile nodes. It is mobile nodes with a few heavily
loaded mobile nodes in the system; we find that our
proposed scheme has the best performance. In our
Grey-RRM, when traffic load is heavily loaded
there will be a lot of carrier allocation at a time for
multi-media services, although not as severely
carrier allocation scheme. In Figure 6 depicts the
messages of different carrier borrowing schemes,
and we found that our proposed DCA scheme has
the shortest updated messages. Especially, our
proposed scheme performs well when the numbers
of heavily loaded mobile nodes are large. The
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Average number of load information
updated overhead

carrier acquisition delays are also discussed in our Figure 5: Compare the number of blocked tasks of our scheme
experiment. Figure 7 show that our proposed with others.
9000
scheme has the shortest carrier acquisition delays.
8000
Search
This result is used in all traffic conditions in a
7000
carrier allocation scheme with efficient carrier.
1

N1

Task blocking probability

0.9
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Figure 6: Compare the average number of information update
overhead scheme with others.
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Figure 7: The tasks with carrier acquisition delays of various
schemes.
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6 Conclusions and future work

Figure 4: Compare multi-tasks with carrier requirement of
multimedia service.
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The work is the first propose attempt a carrier
allocation problem with grey prediction. The presented
paper has highlighted the role of grey prediction and its
application in mobile computing. In addition, based on
predicted input parameters, a set of knowledge inference
rule is established. Since grey prediction is constructed
by using linguistic variables, intuitive knowledge is
easily integrated into the mobile computing. We believe
that a load decision making with grey prediction for the
control and management mobile computing is more
appropriate than the conventional probabilistic models. It
also can efficiently determine the suitable mobile nodes
for transfer carriers. The work is evaluated through
simulated comparisons with other proposals in terms of
admission ratios and load information update message
complexity. The advantage of the proposed scheme
might be the result of the transfer carriers in batches
instead of a single carrier at a time, in addition to
rectifying the types that are to transfer carriers during a
mobile nodes overload.
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